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We understand printing and save your costs...

The ABEL company is the largest producer of alternative print cartridges in the Czech Republic. It differs from other companies mainly by 
its in-house research and development, its uncompromising emphasis on the quality control of its products and an absolute customer 
care.

If I say that we understand printing, I use the word understand with great humility. There is nothing more behind this statement than 
tens of thousands of hours of research and development and enormously hard work of all my colleagues.  

So, I would be very pleased if you accepted my personal invitation to a virtual tour of ABEL. Thus, you will be able to assess yourselves if 
it is just a marketing phrase when we say that we understand printing or if it is a fact based on which you can choose us with confidence 
as a permanent supplier of print cartridges.

„Our customers highly value our superior knowledge of printing.“

Milan Mačuga
Managing Director and Head of Research and Development

... and it is nothing more than hard work and infinite patience. 



Customer service department 

- one of the largest departments in the company
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Welcome to ABEL

Customer service department is one of the biggest ones within the company. 

Increased production capacity and better internal communication  

After more than 20 years of rapid and sustained growth, we in ABEL have reached 
the current stage. Just a few years ago, we had manufacturing and offi  ce spaces 
in diff erent parts of the city and a relatively complicated system of production and 
logistics.
From the logistics point of view, the current company premises represent a fulfi ll-
ment of all the dreams  we had. Great emphasis was also put on the working envi-
ronment so that it would be pleasant and unifi ed in all departments. 

What is important is also the biggest

Customer service department is one of the biggest in ABEL. All customers 
are serviced by assigned personal assistants and sales representatives who care 
about their satisfaction. It has always been this way and we have even increased 
our customer support after moving into the new premises.

Research and development - our future  

Quite a large space within the new premises is dedicated to research, develop-
ment and testing of new products. We believe that consistent quality control and 
the ability to learn more about printing will separate us even more from other 
companies in the future. 

„The greatest wealth of the company is in its employees. Therefore we have created the best possible conditions for them.“

We understand printing and save your costs...



It is impossible to produce a cartridge costing 10 % of the original one with a 100 % performance...

Most customers understand and respect the fact that the price diff erence between the original and alternative cartridges can be up to 
50 %. In tenders and at e-marketplaces it is possible to buy toner cartridges which are up to 90 % cheaper compared to the original car-
tridges. How is it possible to make a cartridge for such a price? Easily - by refi lling the powder only. It is assumed that a purchaser is aware 
of lower quality of such a product and respects it when buying it. Low price usually corresponds with the lower quality.

ABEL neither produces nor sells such products as they are inconsistent with the company´s standards.
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We make toner cartridges

„If you hold a toner cartridge in your hands, you can see basically only its body and an optical drum. 
At the fi rst sight, you cannot say whether the cartridge was made well. „  

With ABEL you know what you pay for 

To some it might seem that it´s no sweat to make a toner cartridge of the same printing quality as an original one. 
In fact it is not as easy and only the best ones can do it. Only those who thoroughly understand internal cartridge 
construction and function of all the components within the printing system can keep pace with the quality of the 
original manufacturers. 

At ABEL, ISO is not merely a formality

Cartridges made by ABEL are manufactured in compliance with technological process and controlled according to 
ISO 9001 and other standards.

We do not compromise. At ABEL, we make only cartridges the quality of which is comparable to original ones and 
keep high quality standards. With a perfect optimization of logistics and production, we are able to make 100% 
quality cartridges at prices aff ordable to the customer.

We understand printing and save your costs...



The production capacity of one machine producing cartridges of 10, 11, 13 type is about 5 000 pieces 

per month in a one shift operation. The production of cartridges is fully under computer control so 
the worker cannot make any mistake. After completing the manufacturing cycle, the machine confirms 
that the cartridge was made in compliance with technical process.



We make ink cartridges

„We have the quality of cartridges fully under control, because we make them by machines of our own 
construction.“ 

We understand printing 

Our big advantage is our own in-house research and development department 
into which we invest hundreds of thousands of crowns, which ultimately saves 
millions. We do not buy overpriced foreign machines with unclear functions and 
poor maintenance. 

We develop, test prototypes and then produce powerful machines 

The custom manufacture of machinery for the production of ink jet cartridges sets 
us apart from other companies that have bought machinery and buy ready-made 
cartridges from other suppliers. For them, it is diffi  cult to argue that they have 
delivered quality cassettes under strict control. 
We fully understand the role of tape before we start to produce. Thanks to our 
knowledge of print technology it creates distinct advantages for you. 

Superior design and high performance

Machines made by ABEL are characterized by their reliability and high production 
capacity. This allows us to fl exibly respond to business requirements with high 
volume orders.
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We measure what others only guess 

„We have a technological lead, because we know printing better than the others ...“ 

Yield, color diff erence, fading resistance ...

We have invested signifi cant resources into measuring of what the eye is not able 
to discern. Small diff erence of a single color, invisible to the naked eye, will cause 
much more visible diff erence when combined with other color. The problem is 
that a printer with four color toners can reproduce thousands of color combina-
tions. It is simply impossible to assess which combination of colors will cause a 
deviation by eye only.

We trust only what we measure

We are continually investing in our research and development department. 
Thanks to this fact, we have the equipment comparable to the best labs today. 
The measurement of colour diff erence is performed by the X-Rite and BYK-Gard-
ner spectrophotometers. Resistance to fading is evaluated by the special Q-Sun 
device, which allows us to simulate several years of exposure of the printing to 
sunlight within a few days. We examine the print quality using Zeiss and Olympus 
microscopes enabling us to make pictures of what we can see in the microscope. 
Pictures taken this way are then used for ongoing training of our staff . 

We do not rely on subjective feelings where we can measure. Thanks to it we have 
better knowledge of printing than the others.

We understand printing and save your costs...
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Your sales representative and assistant 

„We like personal contact with customers.“ 

We treat our customers individually 

Customer care is our top priority. You will be treated personally by assigned sales 
representative and assistant. If you have any wish, you know exactly who to call. 
Thus you are protected from reaching somebody not knowing anything about 
your needs and habits. Personal contact with customers is our pleasure, not a ni-
ghtmare.

Be demanding, ask for maximum

Many of our customers leave all responsibility on us. They want us to arrive at 
regular intervals automatically, unload cartridges at a predetermined place, take 
empty cartridges back, and leave. In many cases, those demanding such an au-
tomatic service are big companies with dozens of branch offices all around the 
country requiring Just-In-Time deliveries. This delivery system allows companies 
to keep in stock only what they really need. Such co-operation requires a high 
level of logistics, complete trust and reliability. We have all of this.

Choose a method of communication and leave the rest on us  

Most of our customers want us to call them in advance and remind them of the 
arranged date of delivery of our supplies. However, there are also those who do 
not want us calling them personally, preferring e-communication and expecting 
utmost reliability. They just send us their request and care no more, because we 
arrange for everything necessary.

We understand printing and save your costs...
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We bring more than printing costs savings

„We deliver comprehensive services and save your time.“ 

We are used to travelling and respond quickly 

Every month, we drive thousands of kilometers to satisfy all our customers‘ or-
ders. Numerous team  of our sales representatives and a vast fleet of company cars 
allow us to respond to even extremely urgent requirements almost immediately. 

Expertise and assistance services are commonplace  

Sales representatives who treat you are regularly trained to get the most updated 
information about printing trends. Therefore, they are able to help you not only 
with selecting the most suitable type of printer, but also with its subsequent ope-
ration, maintenance and service. They will help you with installation of drivers and 
printer settings, with firmware upgrade...

There is always something extra 

ABEL sales representatives are not only messengers delivering supplies. Their servi-
ce is quite comprehensive. They can provide you with free services that you would 
have to pay for otherwise.

Note: There is only a smaller part of our fleet in the picture

We understand printing and save your costs...
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We are everywhere where you need us 

„Every week we are in every city anywhere in the Czech Republic or Slovak Republic.“

We come to wherever you want  

No matter where in the Czech Republic or Slovak Republic you live. A numerous 
team of our sales representatives travel continuously throughout these two coun-
tries.  

The size does not matter

We serve small businesses needing occasional deliveries as well as large compa-
nies with many branch offi  ces. For corporate customers, pick up of empty cartrid-
ges and delivery of new ones is free of charge.

We understand printing and save your costs...
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7reasons to choose ABELL

„Certainly there are more than 7 reasons to choose ABEL as the main supplier alternative cartridges. 
Here are the top ones: „

ABEL has been the market leader in alternative print cartridges for more than 20 years.

ABEL is a manufacturer of cartridges having the quality of its products constantly under control.

The quality standards and code of ethics of ABEL employees secures top product reliability and service.

More than 180 workers, who are the greatest wealth of the company, care about you and your satisfaction.

Prices of ABEL products are fair, enabling customers to save up to 50 % of printing costs while generating resources necessary  
for further production development and continuous service quality improvements.

ABEL is a green company and its products help protect environment enormously. 

In addition to the environment, ABEL saves its customers’ money and takes care of everything related to printing.
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ABEL-Computer s.r.o.

Oblouková 1, 746 01  Opava
Czech republic

Tel.: +420 553 630 630
Fax: +420 553 630 699

E-mail: abel@abel.cz
www.abel.cz

ABEL-Computer s.r.o. 

A. Hlinku 6, 022 01  Čadca, Slovak republic

www.abel.sk


